Abstract -We present a detector that, by thresholding the output of the matched filter, gives MLSDdecisions on binary, antipodally modulated symbols that have been corrupted by intersymbol interference and additive Gaussian noise. The detector is simple in structure, consisting of a whitened matched filter and two variable thresholds for each symbol to be detected. The detector will make decisions on some, but most often not all, of the symbols in a transmitted sequence, and those decisions will be the same decisions as the maximum likelihood sequence detector (MLSD) would have made. The number of symbols that are detected is stochastic, varying from sequence to sequence. The basis of the detector is a bound on a cross-product of the quadratic form in the loglikelihood function for the transmitted sequence.
I. INTRODUCTIOM
Consider the detection of independent, antipodally modulated, binary symbols transmitted in blocks over a discrete-timel additive Gaussian channel with intersymbo1 interference (1%). We show that by accepting that some symbols are left undetermined, it is possible to derive, in a highly computationally elificient fashion, the same decisions on individual symbols as the maximum likelihood sequence detector (MLSD) would. The proposed detector' is not intended as a, stand-alone detector, but as a mean of extracting infoirmation in the form of MLSD-decisions out of the received data. It can for instance be used as described by Figure 1 , where the decisions, together with the received signal, are fed to a complementary receiver that decides on the undetermined symbols. The detector is simple in structure and consists of a whitened matched filter and, in the case of real-valued channels and symbols, of two variable thresholds for each symbol, where the thresholds are dependent on the received signal, see Figure 2 .
The detector is derived by expanding, with respect to a single symbol, the quadratic form of the log-likelihood function for the entire transmitted sequence. This expansion leads to an expression where only one term depends on the symbol to be detected. This term is a product of that symbol and a difference between the output from a whitened matched filter and a function of the other symbols, a function that can be upper and lower bounded by two thresholds that are independent of the undetermined symbols. The symbol is detected if the corresponding output from the matched filter is either above the upper threshold or below the lower threshold. Let us assume that the transmitted symbols are binary, and consequently that the output alphabet of the detector is ternary, "+1", "-1" and "don't know". With the decision on symbol number i as bi E { -l , O , +l}, where a zero signifies "don't know", and with mi,k = xi hjhj+k-i, the thresholds can be calculated as
If the output of the matched filter corresponding to bit k is above A t l then a decision is made that bit k is equal to one. If the output of the matched filter corresponding to bit k is below A i , then bit k is decided to be equal to minus one. After that some symbols have been detected new, and tighter, thresholds can be calculated and more symbols may be detected. All symbols that are detected by this procedure are detected with the MLSD-criterion, because they maximize the log-likelihood function for the transmitted sequence. The potential of the proposed detector is dependent on its ability to make decisions. The probability of decision depends on the impulse response of the channel through equations (1) and (2). Simulations and preliminary analyses indicate that the probability of decision will be high enough in many applications for the detector to significantly improve system performance. The resulting performance will be in the gap between the performance of a complementary detector and the performance of the MLSD.
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